
 

Maths: Measurement/ Money. 

 
Geography 

Deforestation   

This week you will be learning about defor-

estation and its effects on people, animals and 

the planet!  

Qfl: Who is the Amazon Rainforest home to?  

Qfl: What is deforestation? 

    Comprehension: Deforestation 

There is so much information on defor-

estation your comprehension activity is looking 

at Palm Oil . 

Use the link to the story based on an Australi-

an Rainforest. What does this story sell us 

about deforestation? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZR1pN8MGAo 

Also you can try this online comprehension:  
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/go/resource/tg2-e-25-rainforest-

deforestation-differentiated-reading-comprehension-activity  

We will be looking at what currency is 

used in Britain and how it is measured 

as well as how two or more sums of 

money can be added together. 

 

Qfl: What does money look like?  

Qfl: How is addition used in money?  

Qfl: How is money used in our everyday 

lives?  Problem solving 

 

Please be aware that the activities set are optional, open ended 

tasks for you to use when and if you wish. There is no expectation 

that all the tasks are completed. 

We invite families to pick and choose learning activities that work 

for them; to take a break/holiday from home learning if you wish or 

to keep on with the routine depending on individual circumstances. 

Year 3 

Take Home Tasks Week 15 

Education City link: 

https://go.educationcity.com/mycity#/
manage/homework/user  

English: Persuasive Writing 

QfL: What is persuasive writing? 

We know the Amazon Rainforest is in 

danger. This week you will be writing a 

letter to the President of Brazil to per-

suade him to help protect the rainforest 

from deforestation. The grammar focus is 

on how to organise your ideas using par-

agraphs.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZR1pN8MGAo
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/go/resource/tg2-e-25-rainforest-deforestation-differentiated-reading-comprehension-activity
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/go/resource/tg2-e-25-rainforest-deforestation-differentiated-reading-comprehension-activity
https://go.educationcity.com/mycity#/manage/homework/user
https://go.educationcity.com/mycity#/manage/homework/user


 

                                RE.  

Qfl: Why is the Judaism story of Passover important? 

 

In Judaism, the story of Passover is extremely im-

portant, it is when the Jews were able to express their 

own rights which they were unable to do so previous-

ly. Mosses helped the Jewish people obtain this free-

dom.  

Eco Learning 

Qfl: Why is it important to recycle paper? 

 

 

Design a poster to encourage others to recycle paper. Use your knowledge 

of deforestation to support your cause.  

PE: 

"Yoga is the journey of the self, 

through the self, to the self." 

 

This week, we are asking you to listen 

to peaceful sounds and focus on your 

breathing whilst you practise yoga posi-

tions.  

DT 

Make an origami butterfly! 

Follow the picture instructions! 

Why don’t you make a rainforest full 

of them? 

Tip: make sure you use a square piece 

of paper! 

Spelling 

This week we are looking at words 

with silent sounds. Remember to 

use a dictionary to find out the 

meaning of new words.  

Year 3 

Take Home Tasks 

Week 14 



Learn 

Maths: Measurement/Money 

Qfl: What does money look like? 

 

 

What do coins look like? 

Does each coin have a different value? 

Look at these coins and their values! 

Twenty 

Pence 

20p 

One pence 

1p 

Two 

pounds 

£2.00 

Fifty 

pence 

50p 

Two pence 

2 p 

Ten Pence 

10p 

One 

pound 

£1.00 

Five pence 

5p 

Money is measured in units of pounds and 

pence! 

100 pence is equal to a pound 



What do bank notes look like? 

Does each note have a different value?                 

Look at these examples of notes and 

their values! 

 

 = 

 

= 

= 

£5.00 

£10.00   Or 

Learn 

Qfl: What does money look like? 

Useful links: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8yv4wx/articles/zs3b2nb  
Change and money 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp8dmp3/articles/
z2s6hv4 
Change 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp8dmp3/resources/3 

Useful links for money 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/znfb9j6 

What does money look like and its worth 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zr7xn39 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8yv4wx/articles/zs3b2nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp8dmp3/articles/z2s6hv4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp8dmp3/articles/z2s6hv4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp8dmp3/resources/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/znfb9j6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zr7xn39


            Learn 

Qfl: What does money look like? 

Activity 1 



Learn 

Qfl: How  can coins be added? 

Activity 2 



Learn 

Qfl: How can coins be added? 

Activity 3 

Draw the correct amount of coins in the jars. 



Learn 

Qfl: How can coins be added? 

Answers for Activity 2 and 3 



Applly 

Maths: Measurement/Money 

Qfl: How is addition used in money? 

Activity 4 
Looking at the sums of 

money on the right, 

can you identify which 

group is more, less or 

equal to? 

Remember use the ta-

ble showing what each 

coin is worth on the 

previous page to help 

you answer. 

 
  

 

When we compare 

more or less we use 

symbols which you 

would have seen be-

fore. 

Here is a reminder! 

< 

> 

= 

Less than 

 

Greater 

than 

Equal 



Learn 

Maths: Measurement/Money 

Qfl: How is addition used in money?  

 

We have 2x 5 pound bank notes 

2x2pound coins 

3x20 pence 

1x1 pence  

So if we add these altogether, 

2x5 pounds equals 10 pounds 

2x2 pounds equals  4 pounds 

3x30 pence equals    60 pence 

1x1 pence equals         1 pence 

Altogether    £14.61pence 

When adding 

money we use 

place value. 

So every 100 

pence is equal 

to £1.00 . 



Apply 

 Qfl: How is addition used in money?  

Activity 5 



Apply 

Qfl: How is addition used in money?  



Apply 

 Qfl: How is addition used in money?  

Activity 6 



Answers for Apply questions 

Answers to activity 4        Answers to activity 5, 6  

  5     6    7 



 

 

 

Think about how 

you would work this 

out!  

Would you use addi-

tion or  

subtraction? 

 

Reason 

Qfl: How is money used in our everyday lives?  Problem solving 

Activity 7 



 

 

 

Answers to Reasoning questions 

Activity 7 

She is incorrect. Even though she has a £20 note, her total is 

£20 and 47 pence. She has 7 pence less than Mario’s total of 

£20 and 54 pence. 

 

Mario would need to uses his highest value coins £2 and 2 £1 

coins. The greatest amount Mario can make is £4. 

 

Amount C is the odd one as it totals £5 and 26 pence. This is 

different to the amounts A and B as they both total £6 and 25 

pence. 



Timetable Challenge 

Week 15 
Remember you 

have 10 minutes to 

do this challenge! 

Once you are done 

you can check 

your answers on 

the next page. 

Try again if you 

think you can do it 

better a second 

time round! 

 
95 



Answers to Times table challenge. 

 
 

 

     

    

 

  

 

  

4     8     96    6     6 

    100    77      2     30     11 

 7          15         12              35     7 

18     21     22     11    54   

32          15     48         88     44  

    4     45     5    24     1 

66         55     56    12     12 

24     88         18         5     3 

   6     8     90         3       96 

     12              70                    90                   40              20 

99     132           3           36    18 

9     10     120     12    8 

12      3    36     30    48 

    8       108     20      30       70 

 11     4    27      72     16 

 80    4     50    48     11 

 3    30     72      44     7 

      2     24     8    54     42 

20     110     16     4    12 

95 



Geography  Qfl: Who is the Amazon Rainforest home to?  

The rainforest is home to people, animals and plants. Many natural resources also come from 

the rainforest such as rubber, oil, grains and plants that are used to make medicines. Read the 

text below then complete activity 1 by retrieving answers from the text. Look at the example be-

low.  

 

 

Activity 1.  

The Yanomami tribe  



Geography  Qfl: Who is the Amazon Rainforest home to?  

Brazil’s Amazon is home to more uncontacted tribes than any-

where in the world. There are thought to be at least 100 isolat-

ed groups in this rainforest. 

Very little is known about these peoples. What we do know is 

that they wish to remain uncontacted: they have shot arrows at 

outsiders and airplanes, or they simply avoid contact by hiding 

deep in the forest.  

Their decision not to maintain contact with other tribes and out-

siders is almost certainly a result of previous disastrous encoun-

ters and the ongoing invasion and destruction of their forest 

home. 

A recent report says that some of them are abandoning their 

land due to the noise and pollution from the construction sites. 

All are extremely vulnerable to diseases like flu or the common 

cold transmitted by outsiders and to which they have no re-

sistance: good reasons to avoid contact. 

The uncontacted peoples of Brazil must be protected and their 

land rights recognised before they, along with the forests they 

depend on, vanish forever.  

In what ways can the uncontacted tribes living in 

Brazils Amazon rainforest be protected?  Discuss 

with a sibling, write notes or create  a poster.  

Activity 2. 

Cont. 



 Geography 

Forest fact 2 

The importance of rainforests 

Rainforests are often called the lungs of the planet for their 

role in absorbing carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, and pro-

ducing oxygen, upon which all animals depend for surviv-

al. Rainforests also stabilize climate, house incredible amounts 

of plants and wildlife, and produce nourishing rainfall all 

around the planet.  

The importance of rainforests 

25 % of medicines come from plants found in the rainforest. 

Rainforests get their name from the heavy rain that falls almost every 

day. Trees soak up the water and help to prevent erosion. Without 

them soil will wash away.  

 

Forest fact 1 

Look back: Can you remember why rainforests are so important?   Put on your white 

thinking hat to consider what you already know from week 14 take home tasks. 



 Geography 

The rainforests are disappearing! 

Do you know why the rainforests 

are disappearing? 

 

5 possible reasons for the disappearance of 

rainforests 

 

1.  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

What do you see when you look at the pictures?  

What do you think happened to the animals, insects and plants that used to 

live here?  

Activity 3. 



 

 

Geography 

Qfl: What is deforestation? 

Do you know what 

we use trees for? 



 

 

Geography 

Qfl: What is deforestation? 

What are the effects of deforestation?  

Activity 4.   



 

# 

Geography 

Qfl: What is deforestation? 

Activity 5.  Use all the knowledge you have gained about deforestation to create a cause and effect map.  

This can be used to support your English learning for this week.  

Cause Effect  

Deforestation 



 

 

Geography 

Answers  

 

Activity 1:  Who is the rainforest home to? 

Name of tribe: The Yanomami Tribe  

Location: South American rainforest  

Population: 35 000 people  

Food: Crops and fish  

Housing: Very large circular houses 

Clothing: They decorate themselves with flowers and feathers.  

Sketch:  

 

 

 

Activity 2:  Protecting uncontacted tribes.  

Possible answer 

Uncontacted tribes can be protected by look-

ing after the rainforest and making sure peo-

ple keep their distance from their land.  

Activity 3:  Why are rainforests disappearing? 

This question is based on opinion. There are 

no right or wrong answers.  

Activity 4 and 5:  The effects of deforestation. 

Accept causes such as cutting down trees, farming and fires. Accept effects shown below.  



 

 

 

 

English: What is persuasive writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

Useful Links:  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hD9arWXIddM  

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-persuasive-text  

https://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/persuasive_writing  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=mweU8U6D798&feature=emb_title  

To persuade someone means to convince of something by using reasoning or explanation.  

This week we are going to be learning about persuasive writing. You will be learning 

how to persuade someone by writing a letter to persuade someone to help stop defor-

estation. For your grammar focus you will be looking at writing in paragraphs.    

What does the word 

persuade mean? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hD9arWXIddM
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-persuasive-text
https://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/persuasive_writing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=mweU8U6D798&feature=emb_title


 

 

 

 

What is a statement? Statements are sentences that express a fact, idea or opinion. 

My statement could be that rugby is better than football, or that Harry Potter is more powerful than Thor:  

You could agree (think it’s correct)  or disagree (this it’s incorrect) with the 

 statements. You may have some strong feelings/opinions! It is always important to remember we respect every-

one’s right to their opinion and while we may not agree, we should hear them out.  

Your opinion is the way you think, feel and believe in something. We all have our own opinions and show our values of equal-

ity and tolerance by trying to understand other opinions. Take time to discuss your opinions with others at home.  

English: What is persuasive writing? 



 

 

 

English: What is persuasive writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

We use our persuasion skills every day, although you may not realise you are using them! For example when you 

really want a movie night, or trying to convince someone at home why pizza is better option for dinner than vege-

tables!   

You are trying to convince them your opinion or idea is the best.  

 Look at this statement below that dogs are better than cats.  

What if I was to say dogs are better than cats?  

Look at the picture, do you agree?  

Why could I be wrong? What could you say to show 

me that I am wrong? What is your opinion? Do you 

think that cats are better? Why? 

Discuss your ideas.  

What if I said ‘I like 

dogs more’ do  you 

think that’s good 

enough to prove my 

statement? 



 

 

 

English: What is persuasive writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

I  think water is 

best, I like it.  

I  think fizzy 

drinks are best 

Have I said enough to convince 

you that a fizzy drink is better 

than water? 

When we are trying to persuade or convince someone of our opinion we cannot simply say “it’s 

the best” or “because I say so”. You would need to use facts as well as powerful words to help 

support your thoughts.  What do you think of the statement below?  

Which one do you agree with? 

Discuss: Do you agree with this state-

ment? What are your reasons? 



 

 

 

Statement: 

A fizzy drink is better than water.  

Should drink wa-

ter everyday. 

Could you say that fizzy 

drinks are healthy?  

I think water is better 

because.. 

Discuss your ideas. 

Use the facts given  

English QfL: What is persuasive writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

Both opinions are not great, I am not convinced.  Where possible we should use facts to back up our opinions: How 

can you use the facts given to argue against the statement that fizzy drinks are better than water? 



 

 

 

English: What is persuasive writing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Useful Links: News Links and Video on deforestation in Brazil 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVh2DEgpvsM  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYlnoxgqEWo  

This week we are going to be writing to President of Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro, to persuade him 

to help protect the Amazon Rainforest from deforestation. Why should the President protect 

the Amazon Rainforest? How can you persuade him to help? You will need to look over your 

geography learning and use the cause and effect map to help persuade him. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVh2DEgpvsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYlnoxgqEWo


 

 

 

English Grammar Focus: Qfl: What is a paragraph? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Useful Links 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zv4j7nb  

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-a-paragraph  

https://kids.kiddle.co/Paragraph  

A paragraph is a collection of sentences. Paragraphs are used in writing to introduce new sections of a 

story, characters or pieces of information. Paragraphs help readers to enjoy what has been written be-

cause they break text up into easy-to-read sections. 

Look at this bird's eye view of the writing, 

here you can see the difference between the 

pictures, there are no paragraphs here, it is 

like a block of writing.  

Look at this bird’s eye view of this 

piece of writing, it has para-

graphs. You can see the writing 

separated clearly. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zv4j7nb
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-a-paragraph
https://kids.kiddle.co/Paragraph


 

 

 

Activity 1: follow these 3 steps:  

The passage below doesn’t have any paragraphs, where should they go? 

English Grammar Focus: Qfl: What is a paragraph? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



English Grammar Focus: Qfl: What are paragraphs? 

 

Activity 2 

Activity 3 



 

 

 

Activity 4 

 

Challenge! 



 

 

 

Paragraph 1 

Paragraph 3 

Paragraph 2 

Activity 1: Answers  

Answers: English Grammar Focus: Qfl: What is a paragraph?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Answers: English Grammar Focus: Qfl: What is a paragraph?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers  

Activity 2 

Answers  

Activity 3 

Answers  

Activity 4 



English Qfl: How can words be used to persuade someone? 

 

 
Here some words 

and phrases that you 

may like to use in 

your letter. Some can 

be used as sentence 

starters others can be 

used as conjunctions 

to link your ideas. 

I feel that deforestation is harmful to the planet because 

By cutting the trees it will destroy the animals homes 

therefore we should keep protect them or they will die.  

Before we can begin writing our letter we need to form our opinions on why deforestation is not a good idea 

and how the President can help. You will need your cause and effect map from your geography learning to form 

your persuasive argument against deforestation.  



 

Qfl: What are the features of a persuasive letter? 

Heathland School 

Eastcote Lane 

South Harrow 

London, UK 

HA2 9AG 

HE President Jair Bolsonaro 

Gabinete do Presidente 

Palácio do Planalto 

Praça dos Três Poderes 

70150-900 

Brazil  

President Jair Bolsonaro, 

Paragraph 2: Impact of deforestation on the planet: support your argument with facts from geography. 

Paragraph 1: Short introduction on why are you writing a letter.  

Paragraph 3 Impact of deforestation on the animals (use your cause and effect map to sup-

port your argument with facts.  

Paragraph 4: Conclusion : Make it clear what your feelings on deforestation are and different 

solutions.  

 



 

English: Qfl: What  is persuasive writing? 

 
 Heathland School 

Eastcote Lane 

South Harrow 
HE President Jair 

Bolsonaro 

Gabinete do Presi-

President Jair 

Paragraph 2: Impact of deforestation on the plan-

Paragraph 1: Short introduction on why 

Paragraph 3 Impact of deforestation on the 

Paragraph 4: Conclusion : Make it clear 

We are writing to President of Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro, to ask for his help to stop deforestation in 

Brazil. How can you persuade him to help stop deforestation in the Amazon Rainforest. 

You are now ready to start writing your letter to President Bolsonaro.  

Use the template to help plan out your paragraphs, use the cause and ef-

fect map and use facts to support your opinion. The word cards will help 

link your ideas together! Enjoy and help save the rainforest! 



 

 

 

Comprehension: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Comprehension: Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Comprehension: Answers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spellings: Silent sounds 

 

 

 

 

 

Say these words out loud. What let-

ter is silent?  The first word has been 

done for you what is the silent letter?  



Spellings: Silent sounds 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RE Year 3  

Qfl: Why is the Judaism story of Passover important? 

 

In Judaism the story of Passover is extremely important. It is when the Jewish people were able to ex-

press their own rights, which they were unable to do so previously. Moses helped the Jewish people ob-

tain this freedom. Watch the story below, or use the story in the activity pack to help you. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx7tfg8 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zn22382 

Have a go at the activity. 

What are some other celebrations that happen in other religions? 

Can you compare the story of Passover with another religious celebration? 

What do you celebrate? Why? 

If you don’t follow a religion, you may celebrate other days 

such as your birthday.  

How do you celebrate special days? Is there a reason behind 

your way of celebrating?   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx7tfg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zn22382


 

Read through the passage and study the plate. 

 

What do you notice about the plate? 

Why do you think it is like this? 

RE Year 3  

 

Passover 



 

Eco Learning             Qfl: Why is it important to recycle paper? 

 

 

 

Create a poster to inform others 

about the importance of recycling 

paper. If we recycle paper we save 

trees, and if we save tress we can 

help save our rainforests. 

 



 

  

 

PE 

“Yoga is the journey of the self, through the self, to the self." 

Listen to peaceful sounds and focus on your breathing 

whilst you practise yoga positions.  

Follow the link to listen to peaceful sounds whilst you practise 

your poses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbvrMTMdScg  

Follow the link for more yoga positions and guidance.: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZpkRAcgws4  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbvrMTMdScg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZpkRAcgws4


DT 

Make an origami butterfly! 

Follow the pictorial instructions! 

Why don’t you make a rainforest full of them? 

Tip: make sure you use a square piece of paper! 


